At Home with Nature

Nature at Night: Spider Sensing
for Teens and Adults

Take a walk after dark and test your “spider sense” by searching for eye shine.
What can the presence of spiders tell us about our backyard ecosystems?
ITEMS YOU WILL NEED:
A flashlight or headlamp and a grassy area or flower bed outdoors that you can visit after dark.
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1.

Go out into your backyard or another
area with grass, brush, or flower beds
that you can safely visit after dark. As
always, be aware of your surroundings
as you explore. Some spiders have an
extra membrane at the back of their
eye that functions like a mirror that
bounces light back, allowing them to
see better at night and we can see
this in action with a flashlight.

2.

Take your flashlight and hold it at
eye-level and scan the grass about
6-12 feet in front of you, moving your
light and your head together. Try
shining your flashlight at different
distances—the best angle will be
different depending on the height of
the ground surface and your eye level.

3.

You are searching for tiny points of
green light in the grass. This is eye
shine—the spider’s eyes are reflecting
the light from your flashlight. Once
you spot one, try getting a little closer
and seeing if you can spot the spider
itself from a few feet away.

4.

How many points of light do you see?
Seeing many individuals’ eyes shine
indicates that there is enough prey
to sustain them all in the same area.
Many animals that are active at night
have eye shine, and different types of
animals’ eye shine are often different
colors. What other animals’ eye shine
have you seen?
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TO FURTHER EXTEND THIS ACTIVITY:
Learn more about why some spiders have eye shine or get to know Ohio’s many spider species.

www.CincyNature.org

